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Abstract 

Marketing in social media has been studied extensively in recent years, but not specifically for 

homestay-oriented establishments. Even though most of the homestay-oriented establishments are 

using social media for marketing, only a few pay special attention to its risks and possibilities. The 

purpose of this study is to identify homestay-oriented establishments' practices to use social media as a 

marketing tool. The researchers interviewed twenty homestay establishments and tourists. In addition 

to interviews, the researchers also performed a four weeks observation in social media, mostly in 

Facebook, and made notions about establishments' practices in using social media for marketing. 

Almost all interviewed establishments were using social media. They usually posted updates about once 

a week and did not have a marketing strategy. 

Interviewed homestay establishments used social media in an improvised and unplanned manner. 

However, through trial and error, homestay-oriented establishments have found their way to use social 

media effectively. Writing posts in social media about new products, upcoming events, special offers, 

promotions, homestay pictures or films and up-to-date information about the establishments seemed to 

be a positive way to use social media for marketing. Most of the homestay-oriented companies can find 

social media a very useful marketing tool, but only if they have resources and time to invest to be active 

on social media.  
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STRUCTURE OF STUDY 

In this study, the review of social media use within homestay businesses is 

necessary and must be introduced, including previous research on the use of social 

media in marketing. Homestay was chosen as a focus of this study for my personal 

interest in them, and because they are widely present both in social and traditional 

media.  

In a part of homestay business, interviews combined with social media 

observations were conducted. The most important results are presented in Results 
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and analyzed further in Analysis. Apart from homestay business, the tourists were 

interviewed of their experiences in using homestay services. In Discussion, the findings 

are examined with respect to previous research and future research topics are 

identified. Conclusions sum up the most important findings. 

 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

1. What is personal branding? 

2. What is the impact of it in our daily life? Why do we need to be aware of it? 

3. How do homestay businesses build their personal brands online? 

4. What are the common successful factors they have? 

5. Which factors are considered as important during the process of building personal 

brands? 

 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS                         

 The topic of this research is to investigate how to build homestay lifestyle 

brand through the channel of the Internet. This research selected 20 homestay 

Facebook pages that are defined as the most favored on Facebook according to their 

Facebook fan and follower amount as the sample for investigating, because compared 

to other sorts of brand, they have relatively higher influence to the public. The focus is 

at revealing the process of how homestay businesses build their own brand and at 

making an attempt to find which factors will have impact on these processes. The 

main question the study is:  

Within the Internet context, how will homestay businesses build and manage 

their personal brand, especially on social network website? 

 

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 
The investigation will only look unto the homestay on a national level and not on 

regional parts. The exact homestay names taken from the list from Tourism Authority 

of Thailand were used when searching for homestay on Facebook. 

 Only 20 homestay businesses were observed as the study targets for considering 

conveniently, which has reduced the possibility for having a more comprehensive 

view about this topic. 

• Only 10 respondents experiencing in services from those homestay businesses, 

which can complete this paper in terms of customers’ viewpoints on this topic. 
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• The topic has been narrowed down to only homestay businesses without 

comparing to any other personal brands, such as luxury hotels, mid-range hotels, 

budget hotels, bungalow business, or any other existing forms. Nevertheless, it is 

suggested for further studies that different kind of personal brands need to be 

sorted and compared for study as well. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Personal Brand 

The concept of personal branding was firstly mentioned by Tom Peter in his 

article “The brand called you” in 1997. Since then, the concept has been studied and 

referred to by many other researchers. According to Schawbel (2009), personal 

branding is the process by which we market ourselves to others. It’s like other 

corporate brands and the strategies used on those brands can also be used for 

personal brands. One difference is that to succeed on personal branding, one have to 

find its passion (Schawbel, 2009).  

In this study, the concept of personal branding will be connected with online 

contextand engaging in virtual worlds allow people free and open ways to explore 

parts of the self that are difficult or nearly impossible to explore in face-to-face 

communications. Labrecque et al. (2010) cite the impetus behind the creation of this 

is regarded as social motives. Most people use sites as a communication tool to reach 

friends and strangers alike, thus satisfying needs for affiliation and social 

connectedness (Labrecque et al., 2010). 

 

The content of online branding 

The content of online branding is mainly two aspects, self-presentation and 

identity claims (Labrecque et al., 2010; Simine& Samuel, 2004). The two elements are 

from Goffman’s (1959) theories of identity and social performance. Identity is 

characterized by the tension between how a person defines oneself as an individual 

and how one connects to others and social groups in affiliated relationships. And 

affiliated identity is important for situating the self within the social world and for 

communicating identity to the intended audience. For instance, where individual 

identity may be said to demonstrate “me,” affiliated identity establishes “we” 

(Labrecqueet al., 2010).  

Four categories of personal brand 

Besides of Steve’s theory, Arruda and Dixson (2007) introduces another model 

that classified the personal brand into four categories: 
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Digitally Dissed -There is little on the Web about you, and what is there is either 

negative or inconsistent with how you want to be known. 

Digitally Disastrous - There is much information about you on the Web, but it has little 

relevance to what you want to express about yourself. Results may also include 

entries about someone who shares your name. 

Digitally Dabbling - There is some on brand information on the Web about you. 

Although the volume is not high, what is there is relevant to your personal brand. 

Digitally Distinct - There are lots of results about you and most, if not all, reinforce 

your unique promise of value. 

Factors to Online Personal Branding 

Besides of the online personal branding method by Srivastava (2011), the theories of 

Big-five factors are also helpful for this study. This theory refers to the five broad 

factors (dimensions) of personality traits. They are:  

 

Extraversion - The broad dimension of Extraversion encompasses such more specific 

traits as talkative, energetic, and assertive (Srivastava, 2011). According to the test 

result of McCrae and John (1992), a higher degree in ‘E’ means that one is social, 

friendlier and talkative. The person with high degree in “E” is often assertive and 

energetic and can do many tasks at a time. However, such kind of people relies upon 

others without knowing them very well. They are considered fit for politics, sales and 

public related careers. On the other hand, a lower degree in ‘E’ means private, serious 

and skeptic and don’t rely on others easily. They are often quiet and prefer 

environment where they can work alone. Production management, natural sciences 

and art related careers are considered suitable for these people. 

Agreeableness - Includes traits like sympathetic, kind, and affectionate (Srivastava, 

2011). People with a high degree in ‘A’ refer to good natured, sympathetic and 

forgiving. They are considered as tolerant, agreeable and courteous. They strive to 

bring harmony amongst mates. They are friendlier, approachable and appeasing and 

can ignore their own needs for others’. On the other hand people with low degree in 

“A” refer to critical, analytical and tough. They are expressive in your opinions and 

don’t hide their reactions. They want their efforts and achievements to be 

acknowledged and are a born leader (McCrae & John, 1992). 

 

Conscientiousness - Includes traits like organized, thorough, and like to plan 

(Srivastava, 2011). People with higher degree in ‘C’ are considered as organized, 

focused and timely achiever of goals. They plan things and follow that route strictly. 

They are not easy to be distracted. However, they are workaholic and self-disciplined. 
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On the other hand, people with low degree in “C” are considered as careless, relaxed 

and unorganized. They don’t plan things and pursue their goals with a flexible 

approach (McCrae & John, 1992). 

Neuroticism - Includes traits like tense, moody, and anxious (Srivastava, 2011). People 

with a higher degree in “N” refer to nervous, unstable and vulnerable to negative 

emotionality. They are never satisfied with their life and are inflamed easily. They 

always feel a need for stability. On the other hand, people with lower degree in “N” 

are considered as emotionally stable, strong nerved and composed person. They are 

often calm and optimist and they recover from depression periods very easily. They 

love peace and security and are often satisfied with life (McCrae & John, 1992). 

Openness to Experience - Includes traits like having wide interests, and being 

imaginative and insightful (Srivastava, 2011). People with a high degree in “Openness” 

refer to original creative and curious qualities. They are more than essential for social 

evolution and love revolutions. They enjoy complexities of things and strive to find out 

their solutions. Such people can handle new systems, technologies and tools with 

great ease. And they always build a big picture but tend to ignore vital details. On the 

other hand, people with low degree in “O” refer to resistant to change. They are 

traditional and love peaceful environment, secure jobs and serene family life. Such 

people spend a lot of time on details and can execute plans very well (McCrae & John, 

1992). 

Peter Montoya’s eight laws for personal brand 

Specialization – According to Montoya (2002), Specialization is quite an important 

concept for personal marketing, which means to choose one narrowed segmentation 

from all audience and then to deliver specify messages to them. Seven ways are 

mentioned in Montoya’s (2002) book that can specialize a personal brand, which are 

ability, behavior, lifestyle, mission, product, profession and service.  

 

Leadership – To be a great personal brand, one must be regarded as one of the most 

knowledgeable, respected or skilled in his/her field (Montoya, 2002). There are three 

steps about the leadership: excellence, position and recognitions. According to 

Montoya (2002), excellence doesn’t demand a person to be perfect in all areas, but in 

only one desirable area, such as talent, experience or education and etc. The second 

step is Position. A proper position can enhance a personal brand’s credibility 

(Montoya, 2002). Recognition is the last step that can be viewed as a validation to a 

personal brand and people behind it. 

 

Personality – There are four important criteria about personality, reliability, fallibility, 

positivism and authenticity. According to Montoya (2002), personal brands don’t need 
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to project all four to be successful. However, it’s important to identify all of them and 

findproper way to treat the weak ones so that it will not be harmful. For a personal 

brand, reliability let others identify with the sources, find a common intellectual, 

emotional or moral ground on which they can meet do business (Montoya, 2002). For 

the fallibility, Montoya (2002) states that a great personal brand does not broadcast 

one’s flaws or foibles, but never deny them. The third key personality is Positivism. 

The following qualities can be viewed as positivism: perseverance against odds, 

enthusiasm, praise and encouragement of others, the ability to extract benefits from a 

defeat and accommodation (Montoya, 2002). 

Distinctiveness – To create a strong impression, you need to express yourself in 

ways that are different from others in the same domain (Montoya, 2002). Three areas 

can be distinctive for personal branding, which are behaviors, physicality and 

lifestyles. To be more specified, one’s humor, speech, clothes, body, general 

appearance, culture and even partners can be distinctive from others. As Montoya 

(2002) stated, to express in a different way is the only method for personal brand to 

become burned onto people’s minds. 

Visibility - Personal brands have to be seen – consistently and repeatedly. Until 

your personal brand is known, visibility is more important than your ability (Montoya, 

2002). There are three paths for visibility, which are planning, leverage opportunities 

and accident. To become visible, you need to promote yourself, market yourself, and 

leverage any opportunities. 

Unity –While authenticity is about living your life as you want to do and not 

being led to do so in other ways, unity is about leading your private life in accord with 

your publicpersonal (Montoya, 2002). According to Montoya (2002), the key to create 

unity is to build a brand the source can live when no one is watching and it includes 

three areas: relationships finance and conduct.  

Persistence – as mentioned in Montoya’s (2002) book, there are no short-cuts 

to achieving a personal brand – those that ‘appear’ overnight are actually the products 

of many years of persistence. Consistency can bring many benefits to personal brands 

and the most important is that it can bring you trust. Throughout that time it’s 

important to recognize fads and trends and be prepared to reject those that detract 

from the brand (Montoya, 2002). 

Goodwill - Personal brands may bring ‘successes to their owner, but this needs 

to be a by-product. True personal brands give a great deal to their domain. Provided 

that there’s a modicum of goodwill, most people will forgive failings, tolerate under-

delivery and open their doors to the owner of the brand (Montoya, 2002). As 

mentioned in Montoya’s (2002) book, the following ways can exhibit one’s goodwill to 

public. First, one should embody appositive value. Second is to strive against odds. 
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Third is to defend worthy causes. Fourth, one should always keep his/her words. The 

fifth is to reward the worthy. And finally, the golden rule is simply treating others with 

kindness and respect demands nothing extraordinary, but yield tremendous reward 

(Montoya, 2002). 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Sampling 

Homestays 

In total, 20 homestay Facebook pages were observed as the target group 

during our study. Those 20 were considered as the most active homestay Facebook 

pages. Homestay businesses are chosen as our study topic because social media 

platforms are considered as a very important channel for them to introduce and 

promote themselves to their followers, which can be considered as their customers.  

Consumers 

Total of 10 respondents were interviewed and observed their behaviors on 

how they perceived and shared the information from and to the social media as 

Facebook. They were chosen from different locations of different homestays in 

Thailand. 

 

ANALYSIS 

Four rules for personal branding by Baker (2001) have been introduced, as well 

as Bug-Five factors and Montaya’s (2002) eight laws. Understanding these theories 

can carry out the conclusive analysis of the study through the empirical findings. 

 
General Explanation of Applying Personal Brand Concept 

From the homestays’ usage of Facebook, it can be analyzed that Facebook 
mainly has two main functions: establishing information and spreading information. 
For instance, through the “post wall”, and “events” etc., most businesses are 
promoting their new events or self-images. Therefore, it is apparent that Facebook 
can be viewed as a platform of business self-expression and self-presentation, through 
which their followers can learn more about them. This has been contended by 
Labrecque(2010) that it is one of the most important functions of online tools in the 
personal branding process. Besides the self-presentation, affiliated identity claim also 
shows in the studies of some homestays. First, each homestay has its own “like” 
people on Facebook page. People can easily define them in different social group 
through these links. Furthermore, some special functions or events of these 
homestays especially demonstrate their willingness to be connected with their 
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customers. Therefore, this can also be viewed as a kind of identity claim of online 
personal branding. 

According to Arruda and Dixson (2007), there are four categories of personal 
brand and in this study all the selected sample homestays are of one category 
“Digitally Distinct”. They are quite well-known on matter on or off the Internet and 
have much relevant information about them on the Internet. They have more growing 
image among the public and thus are supposed to have more successful online 
branding process. 
Analysis of Baker’s (2001) four rules 
According to Baker’s (2001) article, people who want to successfully establish personal 
brands online have to obey the following rules, “build trust” “have a consistent 
theme” ”use repetition” and “be available”. As shown in the empirical data, all of the 
homestays chosen for this study are well-known homestays to customers. 

The second rule that formulated by Baker (2001) is to “have a consistent 
theme”. First of all of these stars have their own music genre, such as pop, rock, 
reggae and so on. Different genre certainly granted homestays different theme. 
Besides of that, the theme can also be found through the outlook of the management 
and the participating in public events. 

The third rule mentioned by Baker (2001) is to “use repetition”. Bob Baker 
suggests having something stood for by one’s name. 

The final rule formulated by Baker (2001) is to be available. Considering the 
specialization of tourism industry, it is unrealistic to publish all the contact details on 
the website. However, through the study it can be found that all of the basic 
information of the homestay businesses can be found from their Facebook page. 
Moreover, all of the homestay businesses have their own recent events announced on 
Facebook. People can easily find all information about the homestay businesses from 
the websites. Video or Photos can be viewed as the most important content that exist 
in most homestay websites. Furthermore, all of the homestay businesses will 
frequently update their status on the “wall”, which can also help the fans to follow 
their idols. Therefore, in this study all of the stars have their information available and 
most of them pay much attention on this. 
 
1. Building trust 
• The 20 home businesses are well-received in their “business”. 
• All of the information can be obtained from the Internet. 
 
2. Consistent theme 
• Homestay businesses share some similar characteristics. 
• These characteristics could be enhanced by the events, video pictures and shared 
comments. 
• Homestay businesses may get some unique image through some other events. 
 
 
3. Using repetition 
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• These homestays can be viewed as the representative of their local homestay 
practices. 
• Their pictures and videos can help people to know, remember and recall them. 
 
4. Being available 
• All of these homestay businesses’ information and pictures can be found from their 
Facebookpage. 
• These homestay businesses will promote their new event or promotions through 
Facebook page. 
 
Big-five Theory Analysis 
 
In theories of Big-five factors by Srivastava (2011), the concepts are also applicable to 
this study. This theory refers to the five broad factors or dimensions of personality 
traits. In addition, this study will discuss the kinds of personality of the homestay 
businesses that have been shown from Facebook and if such kind of factors will have 
impact on fans’ points of view. 
 
1. Extraversion 
• Friendly and social homestay businesses are more likely to get more responds on FB 
page. 
• Fans focus more on musicians’ own feeling and words. 
 
2. Agreeableness 
• The homestay businesses with higher degree have shorter distance with their 
customers and thus can bring these homestay businesses’ positive images. 
 
3. Consciousness 
• Homestay businesses who should establish positive personal image must have a 
higher degree in “Conscientiousness”. 
• It will grant more proficiency to the businesses and can help them to get more trust. 
 
4. Neuroticism 
• Difficult to test due to that hardly find the feedback from homestay businesses on 
the FB page. 
 
5. Openness to Experience 
• Homestay businesses with higher degree in Openness are easier to get more 
attention in public. 
 
FINDINGS 

Generally, all homestay Facebook pages share the same layout. It starts with a 
profile picture to the left, followed by different buttons which people can click on and 
be directed to other information sections. To the right, some quick photo shots are 
shown and down are followed by the information one can get by clicking the buttons 
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to the left. We will be focusing on introducing the colons to the left that each target 
has and the latest status they put on their page and the statistic we have collected for 
the comments. In general, 20 homestay Facebook pages share the same sections on 
Facebook page: Wall, Info, Friend Activity, and Photos. 

Common presentation of the homestay Facebook pages On the “Wall” section, 
different updates are presented. For example, new videos, events will be held and so 
on. Also, fans can click on “like” button and comment after the new update message 
to show their opinions about the certain status, as well as share this new links with 
their friends.  

Photos are presented in the next section. Albums are included in “photo” 
where the pictures are put up, and another part are pictures put up by others, but 
tagged Eminem on their photos. 

Under the “Info” bar, 6 different links are illustrated. Also, on the main page, 
three links to other websites are shown.Five buttons to other website are also 
shown.Businesses published most of their new activities, videos, and photos. By 
checking the Info section, we can find out some basic information about the homestay 
businesses.  

In the friend activity part, it shows different updates that the certain users’ 
friends. 
By going through the “Events” section, a comprehensive schedule for the homestay’s 
events is shown. There are sufficient links and content about homestay information. 
People can find all kinds of information they need.Under the “Email Sign-up” section, 
people can receive official email newsletters by entering certain information, signing 
up for the service.Some homestays also make their videos as the first page of their 
Facebook. This is a big helps for the tourists to check it out before checking in at that 
homestay. In some homestay pages, it can be found that most of the pages have been 
well designed and people who view these contents will regard this as more special and 
not common to others. However, most of the tourists found reviews and feedback 
from other commercial websites, such as, tripadvisor.com, booking.com, etc. This is 
because many more tourists are more likely to share on those websites rather than via 
Facebook. It also provides reviewed ratings from tourists who experienced in that 
specific homestay. It is easy to select which homestay matches tourists’ criteria the 
most. Twitter is a functional button where Facebook viewers can go seeing their 
updates on Twitter directly.There is also store to sell products locally made in the 
nearby area of the homestay locations. 
 
CONCLUSION 

After studying some previous theories and the twenty homestay businesses, 
we can draw the conclusion as following.  

 
1. What’s personal brand? 

We can find that personal branding shares some similarities with the 
traditional business marketing, such as the self-presentation and self-marketing. 
However, comparing with traditional business branding, the difference is that 
personal branding must be differentiated, which means that people need to have 
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some unique selling points in their personal branding strategies. And through the 
study of the twenty homestay businesses on Facebook, it can be found that all of the 
homestay businesses have their own uniqueness. But on the other hand, from this 
study, all of the homestay businesses have their own “likes” on their Facebook page, 
which means that all of these homestay businesses also need to be connected to 
somebody else so that their image can be strengthened. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that businesses that want to brand themselves can also promote their 
personal images by joining into some community circles, but not only being 
differentiated from others. 

As argued in previous chapter, online virtual communication tools can make 
people more open and free than face-to-face communication. However, on another 
hand people have the ability to hide some truth but not to spread them to public. 
However, their internal part of the branding is hardly to be found. Therefore, to make 
oneself to be trusted on the Internet, one should consider whether to have a 
consistent or multiple images on the Internet. From the result of musicians study, it 
can be found that all of these 10 stars have consistent images, which makes them to 
be more trustful on public. 

 
2. Impact of personal branding 

From this study, it can be found that the main impact of personal branding is 
to give one an opportunity to make themselves differentiated from others and 
meanwhile businesses can be reached by someone else who shares some similarities 
to them. Moreover, this is more functional within online context. Some motivations 
can be fulfilled when implementing personal branding, such as achievement, 
spreading one’s power or even doing business on the web. From this study, it can be 
found that online context can be viewed as the best solution for online branding in the 
modern world. Through the Internet channel, people can easily spread information 
and find affiliation.  
 
3. How do homestay businesses build their personal brands online? 

After studying 20 homestay businesses, it can be found that Facebook has 
become a popular platform, on which all of these twenty homestay businesses have 
close connections with their customers. Several models have been used in this study 
to investigate how businesses develop their personal brand. And after this studying, 
the following rules can be found:  
1) Businesses that want to promote themselves have to be trusted by audience. The 

more information about you others can reach from the Internet, the more 
trustworthy you will become. 

2) According to this study, it can be found that those homestay businesses that have 
more interactions with customers or more friendly are likely to receive more 
attentions. 

3) It is a good way to attract more attention when businesses act to be more 
distinctive from the others or show some revolutionary factors in their 
characteristics. 
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4) According to this study, businesses that show consistent images or themes are 
more likely to receive others’ trust, which means not only keep similar image 
internal and external but also keep consistent image at all time. 

5) Most important factors for personal branding After the studying 20 homestay 
businesses, the following factors that are considered the most important factors 
for branding can be found: being trusted, information availability, having others 
involved in your branding process, keeping consistent images, being differentiated 
from others, being professional in one’s field, and connecting to something else or 
being symbol of something. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

For further study, it is better to choose homestay businesses from different 
regions, even from different countries, and compared them with each other. It’s even 
better to choose both popular homestays and common homestays as 
samples. Compared with traditional approaches, online channels have higher updating 
rate on information. Therefore, it should be better to have more time involved in 
collecting data from the Internet. And the validity will be thus improved. 

In this study, Baker’s four points (2001); the Big-five theory and Montoya’s 
eight laws (2002) are the main models for this study. In addition to those, some other 
theories are also mentioned in this study, but only play as subsidiary model. However, 
they are much valuable for the study of persona brand. For example, William 
Arrudaand Dixson (2007)’s four categories of personal branding is a useful tools to 
analyze one’s status when implementing personal branding. However, for those 
homestays that have just started the process of personal branding, it is a useful tool 
for them to know when steps they are on. And according to that, they will know which 
strategies they can use. 

Another is to know the motives behind those people who want to succeed in 
personal branding for their homestay businesses.  

Finally, it is also recommended studying personal brandingfrom the 
perspective of traditional marketing. Some classic theories of marketing and branding 
can also be used in personal branding. Nonetheless, the only noticed difference is that 
the products here are homestays but not the people. Personal background, attitudes, 
inspirits and something else internal of the people are also important. Therefore, it’s a 
good direction to combine both theoretical models of business branding and human 
actions. 
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